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ABSTRACT
cluded transer function expressions for various HVAC components.
Thes components were strung together to model an HVAC system.
The present paper addresses the modelling and control of a heatThompson (1981) later modified the thermostat module. Though
ventilating,
iag,
and air-conditioning (EVAC) sstem while the sythese authors developed a digital simulation scheme to identify entem is operating under uncertainty. The uncertainty may be due
egy sensitive parameter, they never studied the effects of sysem
to thermal sorage effect, heat and moisture generation, and outside
dynamics. Mehta (1984) described the concept of a rational model,
temperature and humidity change. These may be unpredictable for a
which
includes the dynamic interaction between the HVAC system
generic room. The adaptive robust control proposed for this system
and the heating/cooling loads. This approach had been suggested
will take the uncertainty into account. No statisikal information of
by an earlier successful experimental validation (Mebta and Woods
the uncertainty is ever needed. Tie uncertainty is asmed bounded
1980) of HVAC models, obtained by linking proper modular blocks.
but the bound is unknown.
Kaya (1976, 1979, 1981) and Kaya ct al. (1982) tackled the prob1. Introduction
lem of the optimal control formulation. Temperature, humidity, and
air velocity were considered as three major comfort variabks, and
Beating, ventilating, and air-cnditioning (HVAC) systems are
comprised of a large number of subsystems, each of which may exthe comfort condition was treated as a region. A two-step optimiuation procedure (static and dynamic) was discussed. Sud (1984)
hibit time-varying and/or nonlinear characteristics. For example,
discussed a three-step optimisation procedure which included opera detailed description of the dynamics of a typical five-sone commercial HVAC system requires on the order of 1,000 differential and
ational modes and control hierarchies. Schumann (1980) presented
a simple air-conditioning system using a parameter-adaptive deadalgebraic equations (Kelly ct at. 1984). Furthermore, the paramebeat controler and a parameter-adaptive optimal state controller.
ters of this dynamial description generall vary with load, weather,
There were also works devoted to the parameter estimation isue
and building occupancy. These complexties sggest that the use
which was considered as a major step toward the use of adaptive
of some simple control schemes (such as on-off control which many
controL Diderrih and Kely (1984) descibed the use of Kalman
HYAC system are using) may not be appropriate for some of the new
filtering methods for the faiure detection of HVAC sens. Forload-mng
technologies and sstems. This paper endeavcr to
rester and Wepfer (1984) and Li and Wepfer (1985) applied off-line
consider other control alternatives for application to HVAC sysems.
last square estimation shemes to data taken from a lag commerModelling of HVAC component operation using simple tempercial office builling and developed load prediction algorithm. Later
ature control schemes has been stucdied by several authors. A simple
Li and Wepfer (1987) also developed an on-line recurive estimation
room model having a single-input single-output traafer function was
methods for a multi-input multi-output HVAC system.
investigated by Zermuehlen (1965) and Harrison at d. (1988). Major
The purpose of the present paper is to consider the control isassumnptions include perfect mixing, Newtonian heating, and thermal
sue for an HVAC system which possess modeing uncertainty and
storage only by the room air. Reslts were merely illurative. A
nonlinearity. The uncerainty may be due to thermal storage effect,
duct model was given by Tobias (1973), whose work suggeted a
heat and moisture generation, and outside temperature and humidway of ransforming the govering partial differential equations ino
ity. These may be unpredictable for a generic room. The adaptive
ordinary differential equations. Later, Grot and Harrje (1981) prerobust control proposed for this system will compenste the uncersented a similar model, but further assumed force convection as the
tainty. No statistical information of the uncertainty is ever asumed.
dominant heat transfer mechanigm and neglected sorage effects as
The uncrtainty is asmed onded but the bIound is suknown. In
well as axial wall conduction. An air supply system or discharge air
order to simpify the formulation and hence to emphasize the featemperature control system (DATCS) was studied by Hamilton ct
tur of the control algorithm, only a single-sone HVAC system is
at. (1974), and Brandt and Shavi (1984). Hamukon cet 1. trated a
considered.
DATCS with an aWwater heat exchanger as the active control ee2. A single-soe HYAC system model
ment. Brandt and Shavit simulated the rspone of a PND-ontrolled
A single zone HVAC system in a generic roomis condered. The
ATCWS to a step change input. Similar DATCS systems wee the
relevat parametne of thisprototype are smaised in Tables and
subject of Kurz ca at. (1980) and Clarke and Gxwthrop (1981). This
2. The system is constructed by direct applcation of conserwation
previous work was within the framework of classcal controL Fan ct
principle. Assumptions adopted here for the moding clde ideal
al. (1970) was probably among the first to introduce modern congas behavior, perfect mixtig, negligible radiative heat tranfer, ad
trol concept int the HVAC field. It comnidered a sigle room model
constant pressure.
and discussed the feasbilty of modern control appliations. MoreConservation of energy leads to (Li and Wepfer 1987):
over, detailed sensitivity analysis was also investigated. Nakanisi
ct at. (1973) considered the problem of simultaneous temperature
heat con( heat in
energy in
energy
and humidity controls. Nonlinear differential equations rulting
due to
duction +
viaair +
stored =
from the material and mas balances were linearized around two set
via wall
in room
occupantsJ
supply
points corresponding to summer and winter operation. Naknishi's
work demonstrated that modern control formulations could elimi(energy
nate some of the empicism used in the clasical control design of
_
loss via
(2.1)
HVAC control "stems. Recent work by Clark et al. (1985) involved
return air
detailed control models with time delAy for ducts, hot water coils,
and other air-handling components.
Convering the above reationships to symbols (with some terms
combined) yiekls:
As contrasted to the compoent models aspect discused in the
last paragraph. There is also effort devoted to the *sstem model
dT --aspect. A system model includes a complete set of HVAC compo(v + c- [(Fp).(W. - W) + +(Fp) e h)
di
nents. Stoecker (1976) modeled an HYAC ytem with polynomial
(Vp)r,,cp
V).C
expressions whose coefficients were determined through experimental
or on-site performance data. This formulation is quite valuable for
Q00
UA(To
(2.2)
+
estimating the steady-state operation of an HVAC sytem. A dynamp
(+p)cp
(vp)+
ical model was developed by Thompson and Chen (1979) which in-

Mol

-
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unksoa In addition to cp, there ae other uncertainties in the
modeL These include v3, u4, and uf. Her u3 is determined by
the outside temperatue To which may be vaying due to weather
change. The other two inputs u4 and us are related to the beat
and moisure generation (through Qo and rho). We shall abo treat
U3, u4, and u as uncertaintie. The are time-varing and their
changes are unpredictabl. Howeve, it is agai realistic to asme
that the vaiations (around certain nominal values) are bound The
bond in however unknown.
3. Adaptve robust cotrol
The dynamic model of the single zone HVAC system descibed in
y. It is thea desirable
the last sction posea modelg une
to design control whi is able to take the uncerainty into account.
The control purpose is to drive the room's tate (whic is rlated
to its temperature and humidity) into the comfart rego (as shown
in Figure 1). In this secio, a clam of adaptive robus controls
which was originay desgne by Corm and Letmana (1984) is first
introdlced. The meit of the control is tat it is able to compensate
the uncertain without knowin what the uncertainy is.
Consider the folowing clam of uncetain sytems:

where all mass-specific quantities are give per kilogram of dry air.
Consvation of mas of moistur in the air leads to:

moisure
out via

( moistue
in via

[ moistr
minva =
supply

( moisture
incras
inair

return a(2i )

ocupants

In terms of symbol this becomes:

v=M

Xtt

(W, W) +

(Vp)

(2.4)

The folowing two reationships hold:
=

zo

(2.5)

0.622
P
constant (humid air density)
R(T + 273) (0.622 + W)
(2.8)
Here in (2-5) the heat capacity is the summation of that of air, wa

P

=

furniture, equipment, etc.

x(t) = Ax(t) + Af(z(t),t) + [B(z(t), t) + AB(z(t), t)Jt4t), (3.1)
where t E 3, z(t) C K" is th)e sate, and u(t) K'" is the controL
The matrices A, Af(z, t), B(z,t), and AB(z,t) are ci appropriate
dimensions. The matrix A and the function B(-) are both knows.
The functions Af(-) and AB(-) are uncertain. That is, the are not
assumed known but are asumed to satisy etain coditios (to be
stated in Aumptio (2)). We now sat thke foliwg asumptions.
Assumption (1): The matrix A is Hurwits.
Assumptio (2): (1) The functions Af() and AB(.) are con-

According to the ASHRAE standards (ASHRAE 1981), the
comfort region (in tems of temperature and humiWy) may be approximat as shown in Figue 1. Basd on tbi we now define the
following sat variabe
z = r,

_

r=

7"

= W.,
Z2Z.,=,

(2.7)

WinTs

rm,=W - WV/
W*=
Ti

(2.8)

Tw

(2.9)

(2) Ther exist uncertain functions h( ) and E() such that for
all (x, t) C RK x K,

M

(2.10)

Af(z,t) = B(z, t)h(s, t),

T = wT,

UL = T

U2 = W,-,

E

W,

=

W

Wm

-

e

wil

tinuou.

AB(z, t) = B(x, t)E(, t).
(3.3)
(3) There exists a (unknown) constant A suck that for all (x, t) E
K" xB,
(3.4)
minA,41re(s, t) + E(s, t)I > A > -1.
Hee A,.,(-) (Aw(.)) is the iim (mamum) eigenvalue of the
desgnated matix.
(4) Thee exist an skwn constant vector 9 S (0,oo)' and a
kan continou fanction p(.) : R" x U x (0, oo)' such that for all
(z, t) e RK x K2
__

where 'mnu' and 'mit' rder to the upper and low boundaries of
the comfort region as shownin Figur 1, Ta .= 6(T+,,tT3 , and
WVOm = (W ++ W,"). Then (2.2) and (2.4) can be oanvted
to the follwing sate spae form:

'YAW¶'-

[kz]
=[-(oi+)

-t+

-a2

-

+2] [SI]

]
'YAW(SI + )A [)Ul

0h4z,t)O:.P{s,t,$l).
.

[1

I

-a2-IAW(zX

where sli22AW =W-Wsi'R

UA

1pFt
U3

Yg

,

=

cp = cnuinsl +

Acp(t)

-

I_

I

(3.5)

-

P(Z' 91 11) P(2s: t, fl2) < L'p (x, t, 02) (piI

ho

=

c,F,FAT'
"I=i.P.AW
This is a nonlinear system. Moreove, the control u2 is coupled with
the state z1. In practice for a generic room the thermal storage
effects (which may be due to wall, equipment, and furiture, etc.)
should not be ignored. However, these are difficult to model in a
very precise way. Hence it is realistic to face the fact that the model
(2.11) possesse certain degree of uncertainty. We shall treat the
heat capacity cp as an uncertain parameter. To be more specific, let
tt4

.

-iR_

Throughout this artile vector norm is taken to be Euc and
matri nom is the corresonding induced one; thus for a matrix T,
IITH2 = A(TT).
(5) For each (z, t) Ef R" x R, the fuction p(z, t, : (0,oo)'
R+ is C1, concave, and non-decreasing with repect to each coordi
nate of its argument, 9. Here the concave property means that for
any 91, 02 r (0,oo)',

(2.11)
tF6zv,.,, AT= T_,-T.s,

=92 chA
'
cATA1Tc

=To-Tmas

=AT

)] [U3] +YAWSIX

+¶

(3.2)

-

2).

(3.6)

Remark (1): Aumption (1) impos condition on the somima portion of the system (3.1). Notice that for a gi sysuem,
the way of choosing A and Af(x, t), etc. is not unque. This thus
suggest the way of decomposing the uncertai system (3.1) (that is,
one first 'chooses a matrix A and then lumps the rest of the system

portion in Af (S, t)).
Remark (2): The condition on the consant A asures that the
adaptive robust control proposed later for the system (3.1) can 'act'
in the desired direction. That i the control dirction is not deteriorated by the ncertain prtion E(z, t). However, it is possible that
the control magnitude is affected by the uncertain portion E(r,t).
The positive constant vector 9 can be interpreted as is related to the
bound of Af(z, t) and AB(z, t). However, the relationship may not

(2.12)

where the nominal value of cp is a known constant. However, the
uncertain portion Acp(t) is time-varying and unpreditable. It is
reasonable to assume that Acp(t) is bonded. The bound is however
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be direct. Notice that the dimension of p (ie., q) can be diferent
from that ofAf (z,t), etc Tha $ is ukown reicts tha the bound
mption 2(5))
is unknown. Howevr, certin propertie (
in
on how the systm depends on p ae known.
We now propoe the folwig clam of adaptive robut controls:
u(t)

(t), t, A(t), c(t)),

=-

ps,t,
At

p(S,toAc) = -

if lg(s, t,A)fl

)

p(s,t,$,Ae) = _p4z,( t,$)A)PI p(:t,$A)

(3.7)
>

,

if I&(z,t,$A)U <e5 ,

o

(3.8.1)

(3.6.2)

h(e) = L aPp (X,(t), t, A(t) jiv(s(t), t)fl,

(3.9)

i(s) = -hit),

(3.10)

A(to) r (O. 00) ,

of the control is however determined by whether the state variable x
is outside of the aturation region f1;fpf = e (hence (3.8.1)) or inside
(hence (3.8.2)). The control is designed without knowing the uncertainty. T fits the requirement of the single sone HVAC control
problem. It is guaranteed that the state z(t) converges to sero.
Remark (4): There are crtain deign parameter involved.
The value of L determines the rate of adaptation. A larger value
of L impli a faser klaring rate. It can be shown that if the
initial condition E(to) is chosen positive (which is requied in this
adaptive scheme) then the parameter 'estimate' vector (t) remains
positive for all t E [to, co) (Corless and Leitmann 1984). This fits the
physial interpretation of $ (which is a part of t) that it is related
to the bond of the ucertainty. The paramete c(t) is govered
by (3.10) whi is decoupled with the state variable z(t) and the
adaptive parameter $(t). The value of e determines the size of the
sauration region DuU = e for the adaptive robust control (3.7). in
fact (3.10) shows that e(t) con to sero asymptoticall. The
choice of the initial condition e(to) and the constat I is arbitrary
(as long as they are positive). Hence one can manipulate the value
of e (at least initially) and hence the size of the saturation region in
practical applicatio.
4. Implementation of the Adaptive Robust Control
We now apply the adapte robus control to the sigle sone
HVAC system. To simplify the problem, we shall amsume that room
temperature and humidity measurement are bothkavalble. We first
decompose the systm (2.11) isto the nomil and uncetain portions. Based on the decomposition of cp performed in (2.12), we are
able to decompose a1, a2, and such that

(3.11)

c(to) r (0,c),

(z, t) B(x, t)TPx, P > 0 is the solution Of the LyaPunov
equation ATP + PA + Q = 0, Q > 0, (4,t, = V(z, OX(s t,
L eCtxe is diagonal wish positive eements, mad 1>0.
The controlled ssem ad the adaptv scheme can then be

where

=

A)

A),

as follow:

*(t) =Az(t) + Af(r(t),t)
+ [B((t), t) + AB(x(t), t)|px(t),t, $(t), c(t)),

p(t) = L 4-(z(tht,

(

)

(3.13)

(4)fl4(s),s),

aharne + Aa,(t),

(3.14)
i(t) = -Ie(t).
The resling controlled sysem performace is descibed as follko. We ist define the p m rs atet vecto

E(t) - (.(t)? c(t))?,

(3.15)

tto) = (a(to)T E(5))r E (0, a,)e+1

(3.16)

,,,,

Aa1(t)

=

(rA

(4.1)

UA

-AcPAt)

4c1ine + A`2(t),
a;=

(4.2)

and th prmee vector
C=

(or O)r.

(3.17)

S>
RMO)

(4.3)

-^(t{)

4-e()
_
(ea'+ AC,(4)cr"
Notice again tat Ac(t) is snknown No drmitic or statical
infcrmatks is ams ed. Compaing (2.11) with (3.1), we choe
72|_;sz¢*;w&F

A-[_(art+1) 7

R(.))

im n(t) = 0.

(r"

~
.e+ A'Y(t),
~7sc=

j(-))

0-_

-+Ac,(t)r

= W

ha2(t) =AT

Theorem (1): Coiderth dynamic system descibed by (3.1).
mp
Suppose tat
(1) ad (2) re met. As the adaptive
robut cotrol (3.8-O) is appled to (3.1), the res ng cntred
svytm ad the akptive cheme can be desrbd by (3.12-14) and
a te lowig oper
(i) Eistae of soL*ios& Fir ah (o, to, Ie)) e Rs x K x
P
(0,O)ri there exist a soltion (z(.), ()) : [to, tl) I'x(0,oo)t
of (3.12-14) with (s(to), E(s)) = (wo, 1n)(i) Uuwn s&Mil of (0,C). For eta it > 0 there exist
is aiy soaioo (3.12-14) wit lx(to)l,
w
h if (s{-),.
- flI < te fztl, Dt() - en <, for al t e [to,ti).
(iii) Uniform ks4adese of solutios. For eh rl, rT > 0
is any
there exis d1(r1,r2), 42(ri, r2) > 0 such tha if (z(),
solution of (3.12-14) with xz(to)jl < r and lt(to) - Cfl C r then
< 4(ri, r2) for al t 6 (to t1j.
i s(t) c d1(rL, rg) and d!(s)2(iv) Extenion of sostion. Evry solution of (3.12.14) cn be
extended into alsion defined on Ito, co).
(v) Cocrpmacc of (O) to zero. If ((), ()): [to, o) -IL x
(0,oo)'+1 is a solution of (3.12-14) then

W k+ a]

Af(s t) =[-hads) A7(t)AW
[al I

-01-'YA&W+21

B(z,S) = [1

(3.18)

AB(Z, t)=_ [°

Proof: See Cors and Leitmann (1984).
Remark (3): The adaptive robust control is of saturation type.
The diection of the control is prespecified to be -p. The magnitude

]

(4.4)

+ hags)] [AI]

[v]3

-AWX

(4.6)

-7aT )

Aaj(t) - A(t)AW(=1 +

(

_i") ]

(

(4.7)

In order to implement the control, we need to show the satisfactions
of Asumptions (1) and (2). The matrix A is Hurwits. The matchng
condition (3.2,323) is met since the Equare matrix B in (4.6) is nonngular (hence one may choose h = B-Af and E
B-1B).
Asumption 2(3) is best verified by simulation result. This is since
E depends on
and in pratice one only has to sais (3.4) for aU
=

t This i not to be interpreted as (t) - . All this means is that
is used in the control cheme (3.7) in place off.

x
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are decomposed wth their nominal valies en in Tab 1. Their
uncertain potios ae g- in the following hm for smuaion

system solution x(-). Next we need to perform the boundiag analysis
on h(z, t). It is sufficient to sh*w that Af(x,t) satisfies Asumption
2(4,5) since lIh(z,t)II < IB-LOBAf(z,t) and IBfB1 = 1 (although

purpoes

B depends on :j). We first show that the first two terms on the righthand side of (4.5) are cone-bounded. That is, there exist (unknown)
consta 02 and P3 such that

11Z +*2(x)C11 0
5 'QZ

(4.8)

+ 3,

*2 (Z)

2(t))

(t)
=+

'[a(:)
_

"'

-02 -YAW(Z 1+

1

It is clear that

XI

")]

I

lltizll <5 11*111114.l

We separate the matrix

*2(z)

(4.9)

-YAW
1
cX2
W,Aw]
*2(Z) = [AT
27

'-

=*21 t~2

100
r

(424)

ATo(t) =a+bsain [2!t+dsnormn(t)

(4.25)

0.51

(4.2e)

a1 + , sin

=

a4 + bj

sin

(4.12)

form:

XIJ

-

ul(t) =

0 0 Z2

Then a simple bounding analysis yields
u2(t)

(4.13)

(4.14)
11011 1I2211
(4.15)
max 1101111l2I1I
03
The third term on the right-hand side of (4.5) is bounded by 1:112
since 21z1:21.: +2 = 11:112 and hence
=

where
,P3(x)

[

w

2].

(4.17)

(4.18)
01 lxll2 + 8 llz|1 + 4-p(z,t,f8)
It is then easy to check that Assumption 2(4,5) is met. The adaptive
scheme is now constructed as follcws:
<

(4.19)
(4.20)
(4.21)

P(X,t, #) = p9iIIzI2 + /aII:I1 + ps

(4.22)

=

LI, L2, and L3 are the diagonal elements of the matrix L. The
adaptive robust control for the single sone HVAC system is given by
(3.7) with
.

where

1rT

where 8 = [01 P2 %
Computer simulations are performed for system analysis. The
parameters for the single sone prototype are ismmarised in Tables 1
and 2. The uncertain parameters

-0

s

(4.27)

J

62

2.:2S <

if Z2 < -62

(4.28)

52
)

The initial conditions of the system are chose to be :i(0) =6
and :2(0) = 4. This significant deviation from the comfort region
is intended to test the recovery capabiliy of the control system in
a severe situation. Figures 2-7 depict the system and control performances. The time axis scaed such that it is equivalent to
l00tF,/V,m. In other words, a unit time in the figure is equivalent
to 28.60 soconds based on the prototype parameters in Table 1. Figare 2 is the state performance under no control. Figur 3 is due
to the ue of the on-off controL Figures 4-7 are due the use of the
adaptive robust control. It is intresting to note that the system performance due to the control (4.27,28) has a very high temperature
overshoot (shown as curve 1 in Figure 3). This is main due to the
coupling of the control u2 with :1 (as shown in (2.11)). However, the
steady state performance is rather satisfactory. On the other hand,
the system performance due to the adaptive robust control shows a
much less overshoot (Figue 6). The steady state performance has
certain osclations. Due to the practical need for room comfort, it is
usually more important to be able to maintain small cvershoot than
to have a slight improvement in the steady state performance. A human body can not always tel the difference of 1C (which is about
the difference between the steady state values of Figures 3 and 4).
However, the overshoot in Figure 3 certainly indicates a sigificang
discomfort. This comparison in fact also suggests the practical need
for a realitic room temperature-humidity control sytem. It is more
important that the control system is robust against the uncertinty
(in the sense of maintaining small overshoot) than showing a slight
improvement in the steady state performance.

(4.16)

91(t) = LiIIv(z)11IIz112
2(t) = £211v(:)11 11:1
$3(t) Ls31V(X)ll

Of

#3(o) = 10.

Combining (4.8) and (4.16) we conclude that

11h(x, t)lI

> °i

where um4s = 1,2, is the maximum control magnitude, [--, 4]
is the dead-sone (in terms of the control action). For simulation
purpose, we tae uls = 500, u2,..s = 300, 61 = 0.5, and 02 = 0.5.
The otier paameters chosen for the adaptive robust control (3.7)
are: Li = L, = L, = 1, 1 = 0.01, c(0) = 10, PL(0) = L(0) =

+ max

Hi'3(Z)i1 < mahXAWIIIXIj12AlII1112,

= 4

U2na

The cone-boundedess property (4.8) is proven. In fact, we can
choose the constants /2 and 03 to be
II*iII

Ulmas if S1

oif -61 <XI<S6
tulrm ifi <C-6k
u2m.s if :2 >

1#at)C11 C maX 1lUH(11210 + 11*nI1111ZO)
P92 =

[IIc] + d4 [reCt(t)

where norm(t) is a random number with mean=0 and standard deviation=1 and rect(t) is a random number with rectanguar distribution in the interval 10, 11. The purpose of uing thee forms of
functions for the uncertainty in simulations is to consider the combinations of various practial situations, including constat uncertainty, high frequency periodc ucertainty, and random uncertainty.
The numerical values of the parameter al, etc. whih are adopted
for simulations are summarised in Table 2. Moreover, we take the
outside temperature To = 350C, the heat gain Qo = 75 W hourly,
and the moisture kad ho = 3 x 10-' kg/s hourly.
For comparison purpoe, an on-of control (which many HVAC
systems are using) is also implemented for the single sone system
under the same uncertainty. The control is given in the following

(4.11)

XO
1 0

[!1]+ 4norm(t)

Acp(t)

(4.10)

into two parts:

00

(4.23)

=

Aro(t)= a2+b sin

where

[2x5]

+d norm(t)

AQo(t)

(i.e., Qo(t), ro(t), To(t), and c,(t))
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cross-_sctional

(ae )

subscipt, supply air
volmetric flow rate (m$/s)

latet heat of water (J/kg)
enthalpy (J/kg - dry air)
interal moisture load (kg/a)
presure (Pa)
internal heat load (W)
specific gas constnt (J/IkrK)
subscipt, room

time (a)
temperature (°C)
heat transer coefficint (W/m2K)
volume (m3)
moisture/dry air ratio by mas
air density

Type

Room
1.42

U

value, wall (W/rre2 K)
U vale, window (W/m2
UA value

(W/K)

K)

P (MPa)
AT (K)

4

(kg/kg.)
1:

De

te

C

1005
1820
287
1.2
28.60

Parameters for the Single-zone

2

1

3
10
0.01

b

9.44E-W

Prototype
i=

a

27

F,

Pair (kg/M3)
lOOt Time sale (s)

0.0076

Table

Light

Vrn

(m3/a)
Cp,, (J/lkg K)
cp, (Jfkg K)
;R. (J/kg K)

22.78
2.SO1E+08
0.101

hf, (J/lg)
AW

Work lutensity
(Mi)

8.42

x

1

x

lo-,

x

lo-,

1

di

io-,

1

3
2

4

300
300
1

so

Table 2: Parameters Used for Uncertainty
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